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By the Venerable Maestro Domingo Días Porta.

What's going on? Everyone is wondering, they want to hear, humanity is awakening, and when humanity
begins to awaken, the spirit of wisdom descends to earth through Maestros, through disciples who are
searching for the spirit, hearts that open to carry that light again to the people. In the future churches,
cathedrals, and temples, are going to be centers to enlighten the people. There they are going to give
courses, they are going to give teachings. They will not be empty like they are now while banks and
shopping centers are full. Because people believe that buying things will achieve happiness and health. As
the Initiatic Colleges are being formed, the disciples are preparing and society is gradually transforming.

We have already seen that in various religions such as Catholicism, since there are priests who already
teach, give courses, open themselves, invite teachings to be communicated; And this has also happened in
other religions, which are already in the hands of the youth, and now what they carry is the impulse that the
old men who were very closed in have already died. And young people, as they take positions in society,
receive professions and responsibilities, are changing everything. For example, we saw how Pope John
Paul II aroused a fervor, a joy, and how he touched the hearts of the youth, since most young people are
moving away and are no longer interested in religion, they are interested in the tape recorder, television ,
electronic games, and he had that gift, that light.



We have also seen how Mahatma Gandhi liberated his people, his country, India. He led it to becoming an
independent country from being an English colony. Gandhi was a man who had nothing; the only thing he
had was a goat that he milked to drink its milk; that was all he possessed, and he defeated the mightiest
army in the world and drove them out of India without weapons, but with love. With all due respect he told
them: You are not from here, you are from England, please leave, leave us. And they had to accept. What
great power! For he was nourished with the wisdom that his people kept: the ancient wisdom of India, and
he had his Maestro who guided him, who gave him life. That wisdom was kept in books, in temples, in
abandoned cathedrals, in ruins, in the jungle ... he met that Maestro who gave life to the spiritual past, and
that was his power, his wealth, his spiritual weapon.



Einstein also transformed science. A man who was a peasant boy, a poor boy; but while going from home
to school observed the plants, the trees, the birds ... and he would stay there meditating and, sometimes, he
was late for school, and those meditations through the field on his way to school gave him light that
reached into his spirit and opened his mind. He was not a laboratory man, although they wanted to give
him one to carry out his experiments, and he said no: my laboratory is a paper and a pencil; So I let my
mind fly, ideas come to me and I write formulas, a laboratory hinders me, my mind cannot fly if it is tied to
a telescope, to a microscope, and I would become a laboratory technician, and I don't like that , I want to
open science to another way of working. And he was the one who led to the discovery of the atom, what it
contains and how to handle it. Others turned it into an atomic bomb; and that hurt him a lot because his
idea was to benefit humanity.

And so we see in philosophy, in medicine ... that
apostles have emerged in the last 100 years who
have brought us spiritual light to the economy, to
politics, to whatever it is. So, the Initiation College
is a dependency of the Mayan Order of Chichén
Itzá, which is the Order to which we belong, based
on the Mayan Tradition, on the wisdom of the
Mayans, which is related to the Mayan guardians of
wisdom and that It comes to highlight our treasures
from here, from Mexico, from Amerikua, so that
they are no longer kept, because, as Pope John Paul
II said, the indigenous people are more Catholic
than the people of the city. The indigenous man
keeps his traditions, is respectful, has sacred dances,
has sacred songs and lives for the spirit. In the
jungles there are no shopping centers, no banks. In
his simple life, his mind is open to the presence of
the Creator, for they live in the creation of nature.

Therefore, we are all interested in knowing what are
those jewels of wisdom that the Mayans of today,
the Toltecs of today, the Incas of today, the Aztecs
and the Huichols of today, that are the same as
yesterday, but that they went away, because if they
had not destroyed them, they discriminate against
them, they make fun of them, and they prefer to be
in nature preserving that wisdom. It is not that every
Indian is wise or that every wise man is indigenous,
but that among them there are wise men, since in
nature it is where they can live wisdom. In the city
you cannot, it is impossible, because the mechanism
of life traps us.
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